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Abstract 
We prove that any rational subset K of A” is the set of cluster points of A” equipped with 
some ultrametric distance having some specific properties. 
1. Introduction 
The set No of infinite sequences of natural numbers equipped with the Baire distance 
is a topological space. The first Bore1 classes of this space are: II:, the family of closed 
sets; C!, the family of countable unions of closed sets; and II!, the family of countable 
intersections of Ci sets. 
In [l] the authors show that every II! subset of NO is the set of cluster points of 
N” for a II(: ultrametric distance which refines the Baire distance. 
Since a rational o-language in AW is a II! subset of AW G NO, it is the set of cluster 
points of P. Here we offer a direct proof of this result, which has also been directly 
proved by Priese and Nolte in [2] for a subclass of rational o-languages, called l- 
dimensional. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some definitions and we 
precisely state the theorem we are to prove. In Section 3, we prove the theorem. For 
pedagogical reasons we prove it first in the case of closed rational anguages, then in 
the case of deterministic languages, and finally in the general case. 
2. Definitions 
2.1. Words 
Let us consider a finite alphabet A having at least two letters. Let A* and AW be, 
respectively, the sets of finite and the set of infinite words on A. Let Am = A* U Aw 
equipped with the prefix order denoted by < . For u E Am, Iu( is the length 
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of u (1~1 = o if UEP), and for n - 1 < (~1, 
u(n) is the nth letter of U, so that u = 
u(l)u(2)~..u(n) if 1241 = nEN, 
u(l)u(2)~~~u(n)~~~ if (24[ = 0. 
u[n] is the prefix of u of length n: u[n] = 
U( l&(2). . . u(n) if n > 0, 
E, the empty word if n = 0. 
The set of all words of A’ of length greater than n will be denoted by A ‘n. 
We denote by LF(K) the set {~[n] 1 u E K,n E N} of left factors of K and, for 
K CA”, by z(K) the set {U EAO (LF(u) n K is infinite}. The set t?(K) is often called 
the Eilenberg limit of K. 
2.2. Distances 
For a distance d on AU, we denote by &(u, n) the open set {v E AW ( d(u, V) < 2~“}. 
A distance d is ultrametric if Vu, v,w E AW,d(u,w)< sup(d(u, ~),d(v, w)). It is well 
known that an ultrametric distance taking its value in {0) U {2-” [ n30) can be 
characterized by the following property. 
Proposition 1. A mapping d : Am x AU + (0) U {2-” In 2 0) such that Vu, u, d(u, v) = 
0 ($ u = v is an ultrametric distance tr Vu, v E Aw, Vn E N, v E Bd(u,n) 3 Bd(u, n) C 
Bd(% n). 
A subset K of AW is closed for d if any u such that for any n E N there is U, E K 
satisfying d(u,u,) < 2~” belongs to K. 
The adherence of a subset K for d is the set 
A&(K) = {uEA~IV~~N,~U~K: d(u,u) < 2-O). 
The following result is immediate. 
Proposition 2. A set K is closed for d t$ K = Adb(K). For any set K, Adhd(K) is 
closed for d. 
A point u is isolated for d if there exists an n such that V’u,d(u, v) < 2~” + u = v, 
or in other words, 3n : Bd(u,n) = {u}. A point that is not isolated is a cluster point; 
it has the property: ‘dn, 3, # u : d(u, u,) < 2-“. The set of cluster points of AU for 
d will be denoted by %d. 
The set of cluster points can be also defined by the following property. 
Proposition 3. Let U,, be the set {BEAM) Bd(u,n) # {u}}. Let C, be Uu,-oO Bd(u,n). 
Then %?d = n,,, C,,. 
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2.3. Baire distance 
The Bait-e distance on AW is the ultrametric distance 6 defined by 
b(u, v) = 
0 if u = v, 
2-“, with n = sup{i]u[i] = v[i]} otherwise. 
Therefore, Bh(u,n) = u[n + l]AW. 
The following result is immediate. 
Proposition 4. For any K 2 AW, Adha = .@LF(K)). 
We say that a distance d refines the Baire distance if Vu, v,d(u, v) > 6(u, v), which 
is equivalent to: Vu,V’n,&(u, n) C_ u[n + l]AW. 
2.4. The theorem 
The theorem we are to prove can be stated as follows. 
For every rational language KC AW, there is an ultrametric distance d with the 
following properties: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
K is the set of cluster points for d, 
d refines 6, 
‘d,nE N,‘vUEAO, the ball Bd(U,n) (open for d) is closed for 6, 
VnEN,VuEA*, ifBd(u,n) # {u}, then Bd(U,n) is a rational subset of Aa, 
There are a number k and rational languages Li (i = 1,. . , , k) of A*, rational 
languages Ki (i = 1 , . . . , k) of AW, such that C, = Q=I(Li II A”)Ki. 
Let us remark that the condition (v) is sufficient o prove that $?d is rational: By 
Proposition 3, %?:d = nnbO C,. By applying Biichi’s theorem establishing equivalence 
between rational anguages and models of formulas of the monadic second order theory 
of N, one can show that there exists a formula P(X) such that C, is the set of models 
of P(n), thus, %d is the set of models of VxP(x) and is rational. 
The proof of this theorem will be given for three different cases (closed languages, 
deterministic languages, the general case) because the construction of d in the first two 
cases is simpler and presents its own interest. The three proofs follow the same pattern. 
After giving the definition of d we give an explicit definition of the sets &(U,n). On 
this definition one can check properties (ii), (iii), and (iv). The distance d is shown to 
be ultrametic by using the characterization of Proposition 1. Then we show (v) and 
we apply Proposition 3 to show (i). 
3. Proofs of the theorem 
3.1. K is closed 
In case K is closed for the Baire distance 6, 6 could be a candidate for d. Unfortu- 
nately, all points of AW are cluster points for 6. Thus we define d such that d = 6 
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on K and that “isolates” all points of the complement 
by 
d(u, u) = 
0 if u = 21, 
2~“, with n = sup{i )u[i] = u[i] ELF(K)} otherwise. 
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of K. Formally, we define d 
Notice that {i(u[i] = v[i] ELF(K)} is never empty since E ELF(K). We have 
if u[n + I]ELF(K), 
otherwise. 
Properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) are obvious. Let us assume that v E &(u, n). Then u = 
u[n + l]u’, hence, u[n + l] = v[n + I] and &(~,n) = &(u,n). 
The set U,, is equal to {u]u[~ + l] E LF(K)}. Thus C, = (LF(K) fl,“‘),4, and 
(v) is satisfied. Finally, u E n C, iff u has arbitrary long prefixes in LF(K), i.e. u E 
Z(LF(K)) = Adhs(K) = K. 
3.2. K is deterministic 
A deterministic language K CAW is a language recognized by a deterministic Biichi 
automaton. Actually, we use in this paper the following equivalent definition (see 
Remark 4.1 of [4]). 
A langage K is deterministic iff it is equal to g(L) for some rational anguage L of 
A*. We define d by 
d(u,v) = 
1 
0 if u = u, 
2~“, with n = sup{ i 1 u[i] = u[i] EL} otherwise. 
Let us note that, when K is closed, K = E(LF(K)), thus the previous definition of 
d is a special case of this one. To be sure that {i] u[i] = v[i] EL} is never empty, we 
assume that E EL: adding E to L does not change i(L). 
For u EAT, let L,(u) C LF(u) be the set L fl A’” fl LF(u). We have 
if L(u) # 0, 
otherwise. 
Property (ii) is obvious. To show (iii) and (iv), we take z to be the shortest word 
in L,(u) when L,(u) # 0. Then &(~,n) = L,(u)Aw = zAw because z~L,(u) CzA*. 
Let v be in &(u,n). If L,(U) is empty then u = u, and &(u,n) = &(u,n). If 
L”(u) is not empty then v = zu’, thus, z EL II A’” fl LF(u) rl LF(v) CL,(v). Hence, 
&(u, n) = zAw C L,(v)AO = &(v, n). 
The set U,, is equal to {ulLn(u) # 0). Thus C, = (L rl A’“)AW and (v) is satisfied. 
Finally, UE~ C, iff u has arbitrary long prefixes in L, i.e. UE.@(L) = K. 
3.3. The general case 
Let K C AW be recognized by a deterministic Muller automaton &’ = (Q, A,q,,R) 
where Q is a set of states, A a mapping from Q x A to Q, q* E Q the initial state, and 
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9 a subset of p(Q). The q-run of d on a word u E A* UAW is the unique sequence 
p4(n) = qoqr . . .qn,. . ., or qoq1 . . .qlui such that 40 = 4, qi+r = d(qi, ~(i + 1)). We 
denote by y4(u) the set of states occurring in p,(u). For UEAO, let Inf4(u) be the set 
of states occurring infinitely often in the run p4(u). The word u is accepted by A? if 
Inf,* (u) E F. 
Let us define the following rational anguages: 
l for any state q, L, is the set of finite words such that q is the last state of the run 
Pq* (u), 
l for q, q’ E Q and FE 9, Lc,4, is the set of finite words such that 
q’ is the last state of the run ps(u), 
Ye = F, 
l for q’ E Q and F E 9, Lf F is the set of infinite words such that ysl (u) C F. 
It can be easily checked that all the languages Lf F are closed for 6. For u and u in 
Am, let us define a set L(u, u) of finite words by x E L(u,u) iff there is a y EA* such 
that 
_ xy is a common prefix of u and v, i.e. u = xyu’ and v = xyu’, 
- there are q,q’EQ, there is FEF such that XEL,, YELP,,,, u’EL:~, v’EL$~. 
We set u fl u equal to E if L(u, u) = 8, the longest word in L(u, u) otherwise. Then, 
we define d by 
4% 0) = 
0 if u = V, 
2-lunul otherwise. 
Let us give the definition of &(u,n) for n > 0. Let In(u) be the set of triples 
(q,q’,F) such that F E P and u E (L, n A>“)Li4,L$ ‘. For (4, q’, F) E Mu), let 
IJ~~,,,,(u) be the nonempty set {xy 1 u = xyu’,x E L, fl A'", y E Li(I,,u’ E L>P}. 
&(u, n) = U IU;V’I’.F) Ehh) LFl,;q,,,)W$F if I,(u) # 0 
otherwise. 
Property (ii) is still obvious. To show (iii) and (iv), we put &(u,n) in another 
form. If Z,(u) # 8, let z be the shortest word in lJ(4,q,,Fj E,n(uj LF&[b,,,)(u), which is 
not empty. Let x be the shortest prefix of z = xy such that x E L, n A’“, y E L&, for 
some (q, q’, F) cl,(u) (such an x always exists) and let (ql,q2, Fo) be the corresponding 
element of I,,(u). Thus z=xy and u=xyu” with 1x1 > n, XEL,,, YEL~,~*, u”~Li~“. 
It follows 
yq,(y) = Fo, yq&“) C Fo. (1) 
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We claim that Bd(~,n) = zL$“O. Let u E &(~,n). Then v = x’y’o’, u = x’y’u’ with 
Jx’( > n, X/EL,, Y’ELL,,, #‘EL;, u’E$,, and (q,q’,F)El,(u). We have 
ys(y’) = J’, Y&‘) C F, Y&‘) 5 F. (2) 
Moreover z is a prefix of x’y’. Let x’y’ = zc(, thus u” = au’. 
;; 
4* q2 4’ 
We have to prove v = x’y’v’ = zav’ EZL~ F”, i.e. au’ EL; F” or 
yq2(av’) = y,,(a) U Y~~v’) C Fo. 
But yq2(a) G Y&U”) and, by (l), 
&~)CFO = Y,,(Y). 
Thus (3) is implied by 
(3) 
(4) 
Y&J’) G Fo 
which is implied, because of (2), by F C Fo. Let us prove this inclusion. 
We have two cases to consider: 1x1~ Ix’/ and 1x1 > (~‘1. In the first case: 
(5) 
4* 41 4 q2 4’ 
we have F = yq(y')~yq,(y)Uyq2(a)~F~, by (1) 
In the second case: 
) 
4. 9 4, q2 4’ 
we have 
F = yq(P) U yq, (Y) U yq2(a) 
= yq(P) u yq, (Y) by (4) 
= Yq(PY ). 
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Thus z = x’fly E (L4 nA”‘)L~~~. It follows that (q,qz,F) E In(u) since u = x’pyu’, 
hence x’ E Utq,qtEj El.(u) L,n A’“, a contradiction with the fact that x is the shortest 
prefix of z having this propertry. 
Let us show that d is an ultrametric distance. If v E&(u, n) = zLhfi, then (q,, q2,Fo) 
EZn(U) and zL$“O G &,(u,n). 
Now, let V, be the set {uEAW (I,(u) # 8}, and let D, = UUEV, &(U,n), for n > 0. 
We prove that K = nn,,,Dn. Let any word u E Am, and let G = Inf,*(u). The word 
u can be written uoutu2 . . . u, . . . with Ui E A+, and ug E Lq,,ui+l E J~Z+,,~~+~ so that 
uout . . . u, E Lqn+, , u,+zu,+~ . . . E I$+: and u E L4n+,Lfm+,,q,+2Lk+:. If u E K then G E 9 
and (qn+1,qn+2,G) E In(u), hence u E nn,ODn. If u E n,,,D,, then u = xyu’ with 
CF 
1x1 > JUOJ, XEL,, Y EL;,9 u’-$ , and F E 5. For i large enough, luoul . . . ui\ > 
14. 
Thus, Yqi+l(ui+lUt+2 -.*) C Yq(Yu') C ~q,(ulu2...). But ~q,+l(ui+lui+~ .--I = ~ql(ulu2.. -) 
= G, y4(yu’) = F. Hence, F = G and u E K. 
It remains to prove that D, = C,,, which is equivalent to U, = V,, i.e. Z,(U) # 0 M 
Bd(u,n) # {U). BY construction, &j(U,n) # {u} + I,(u) # 0. But the converse is 
not true: a ball &(U, n) = zLg’ F may be a singleton if the closed rational language 
L2” contains only one word (which is ultimately periodic). To avoid this problem we 
slightly modify the previous construction so that L: F is never a singleton. 
We add to A a new letter, say e, and we add to each state of the automaton recog- 
nizing K as a new transition labeled by e looping on this state. We get a new rational 
language K’ with K = K’ fl Am. Now, a language L$ F is never a singleton: if a word 
o is obtained by inserting any number of e’s in a word u of LF F, then w is still in 
LF ‘. Thus K’ is the set of cluster points of (A U {e})“. It remains to modify the 
distance d such that any word containing at least one occurrence of e is isolated. This 
is easily done by defining d’(u, v) = sup(d(u, u),2-“) where n is the length of the 
longest common prefix of u and v which is in Aw. It is easy to show that a point is a 
cluster point for d’ iff it is a cluster point for d and it is in Am. Moreover, the balls 
&(u,n) are eqUd t0 &(U,u) nA”+‘(A u {f?})W and CL = G,,A”+‘(A u {e})“. 
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